
 

Course Descriptions │ Spring 2017 

ENGL 674 Research Trends in English   
Dr. Michael T. Williamson  
Tues. 6-8:30pm  

This M.A.-level course addresses several intertwined issues central to success in a graduate English 
program: professionalization, research techniques, reading and writing disparate academic genres, 
textual studies and bibliography, and archival work. Using Franco Moretti’s essay, “Graphs, Maps, 
and Trees” (New Left Review 24 2003: 67-93) as a starting point, we will focus on creating 
alternative modes for reading literary history. In particular, we will explore how literary inheritances 
take on new and strange forms as they travel across time, genre, space, and form. This class will be 
divided into four main units of 3 weeks each. Unit One will explore Nadine Gordmer’s novel The 
Pickup in light of classical Arabic Odes and medieval Arabic and Hebrew poetry. Unit Two will 
explore partition literature from Europe by focusing on Helen MacInnes’s Above Suspicion and 
John Le Carre’s The Spy Who Came in From the Cold. Unit Three will continue this exploration of 
partition literature by focusing on Eileen Chang’s collection of short stories, Love in a Fallen City 
and Chinese poetry from the T’Ang dynasty. Unit Four will explore the 19th century poet Felicia 
Hemans’s creation of a gendered reconsideration of history. Digital texts will figure prominently in 
Unit Four. As you pursue a variety of research leads, you will work to define their field(s) of study 
and become fluent in the resources and approaches necessary to make significant scholarly 
contributions.   

Required Texts:  

Chang, Eileen Love in a Fallen City (New York Review of Books) 978-1590171783  
Hemans, Felicia. Records of Woman (U of Kentucky P) 978-0-8131-0964-0  
Gordimer, Nadine. The Pickup (Picador) 978-1250024046  
Le Carre, John. The Spy Who Came in From the Cold (Penguin) 978-0143124757  
MacInnes, Helen, Above Suspicion (Titan Books) 978-1781161531  
Sells, Michael. Desert Tracings (Wesleyan UP) 978-0-8195-1158-4  
Young, David. Five T’ang Poets (Oberlin UP) 978-0-932440-55-6  

ENGL 757/857 Digital Comp, Lit, and Pedagogy 
Dr. Kenneth Sherwood 
Tues./Thurs. 12:30-1:45pm 

In the preface to Blackwell’s Companion to Digital Literary Studies, Alan Liu writes “that the 
boundary between codex-based literature and digital information has now been so breached by 
shared technological, communicational, and computational protocols that we might best think in 
terms of an encounter rather than a border.” As a component of a society increasingly penetrated 
and reshaped by digital networks, the contemporary classroom is also a space of 
encounter.Fortunately, the academy has begun to move beyond the false dichotomy of “digital 
immigrants” and “digital natives” to recognize that digital literacy can best be understood as a set of 
learned knowledges and practices. As graduate students move into their roles as the classroom 
teachers of millennials, they will find that this course has helped them to teach more effectively. 
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“Digital pedagogy,” according to Katherine D. Harris, “borrows from the mainstays of Digital 
Humanities: collaboration, playfulness tinkering, focus on process, [and] building .... Digital 
pedagogy requires re-thinking curriculum, student learning outcomes [and ] assessment.... It’s not 
just about the flashy use of tools.” 

This course introduces students to the issues at the intersection of composition, literary studies, 
pedagogy and emerging digital technologies. Addressing history, theory, and teaching practice, it 
explores the emerging conventions of writing for digital environments, giving students practice in 
conceiving, composing, and producing networked texts; extends traditional skills of literary 
interpretation to emergent, digital genres, including both remediated archival, print texts / and 
contemporary, “born digital” e-literature; and familiarizes students with changes in the field, 
exploring exemplary projects of digital scholarship and how they can be integrated into their own 
future research and teaching. 

Through this course, students will develop their abilities to: 

- describe and identify specific conventions of writing in digital environments; 

- produce writing that demonstrates familiarity with these conventions and present it in a digital 
form; 

- articulate, plan and demonstrate appropriate teaching strategies for digital writing; 

- describe changes in literature interpretation and criticism, evaluating effective responses to digital 
literature and scholarship; 

- produce literary interpretations informed by the changes related to digital environments, 
scholarship, and born-digital literature; 

- articulate, plan and demonstrate appropriate teaching strategies involving the production and or 
use of digital literary scholarship;  

- plan and model an individual or collaborative scholarly research project such as an archival exhibit, 
digital edition, or visualization,  identifying and knowing how to develop appropriate DH skills for 
implementation 

ENGL 763/863 Topics in British Literature before 1660: Introduction to Old English 
Dr. Gail Berlin 
Tues./Thurs. 2-3:15pm 

Wyrd bið swiðost.   Winter bið cealdost. 
lencten hrimigost  (he byð lengest ceald). 
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Fate is strongest.  Winter is coldest, 
spring is frostiest   (it is cold longest). 

This is not a weather report from the year 1000; it’s part of an Old English list of maxims, or 
expressions of wisdom.  If you are intrigued by these lines, Old English will appeal to you.  This 
course will introduce students to Old English language and literature.  After providing a thorough 
grounding in Old English grammar—starting with whatever you don’t yet know in Modern English 
grammar—we will move on by mid semester to reading such poems as “The Wanderer,” “The 
Wife’s Lament,” “The Battle of Maldon,” “Wulf and Eadwacer,” “Maxims,” and “Dream of the 
Rood," all in the original Old English language.  We will investigate historical, cultural, and literary 
backgrounds as well.  Self-checking exercises will allow you to gage your progress without penalty, 
and grammar paradigms have been set to music to assist you in memorization. The course will 
include also include grammar quizzes, a midterm, a final, a brief oral report, and one paper.  Success 
in the final exam will be used to grant credit for the Foreign Language Requirement.  And your 
knowledge of the poetry will assist you in the candidacy exam.  Note that we will be meeting two 
days a week to allow you time to absorb the grammar in small enough chunks.   

Textbook to be announced. 

ENGL 764/864 Topics in British Literature Since 1660: Elegy, Dramatic Monologue, Love: 
Myth, Gender and History in Nineteenth Century British Poetry  
Dr. Michael T. Williamson  
Wed. 6-8:30pm   

“I aspire while I expire,” concludes the speaker of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s “Bertha in the 
Lane” (1844) on her deathbed. This bold internal rhyme focuses our attention on one of the central 
paradoxes of nineteenth century poetry. On one hand, the increasing popularity of poetic subgenres 
that aspired to greater knowledge of history and myth (elegy, dramatic monologue, love poetry) 
enabled poets and readers to create boldly aspirational dramas. As they aspired, poets and readers 
engaged in energetic speculations regarding the possibility of engaging with the past. What did the 
wild prophetesses of Greece say before their prophetic voices were neutralized? What was it like to 
create or consume art during the Renaissance? What was it like to be the physician who treated 
Lazarus after he was resurrected? How did the immortal but aging lover of the goddess of the dawn, 
Aurora, experience time? What did the Virgin Mary think when she was nursing Jesus and realized 
he was immortal? What role did women play in the creation of national identity in the Renaissance? 
What would a runaway slave say at Pilgrim’s Point if she could speak to the “Pilgrim Fathers”? What 
was it like to die before the advent of Christian time? How did sacred and secular love, when 
combined, bend time, space, and culture into new forms? If Sappho were to come back to life, 
wouldn’t she be two women lovers – a composite poet, not a singular one? At the same time, these 
poets and their readers realized that their bold questions could only be asked during liminal points of 
transition, as the margins of worlds that receded as soon as they were imagined. There was, they 
realized, no line between “tradition” and “modernity.” The gate was closed to the past, and every 
attempt to squeeze through it merely confirmed the artifice of language and imagination, the self-
consciousness that is the condition of modernity. Only by imagining the point of expiration could 
these poets confront the past, and they were well aware of that pretending to die was a silly, self-
dramatizing business that might include an elegy to a trilobite fossil or even a sequence of poems 
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titled “Evolutional Erotics.” They proceeded nevertheless, and in the process of writing a body of 
poetry that reveals astonishing psychological acuity, they opened up the British reading public to a 
wide range of poetic forms and traditions from other countries. The past was never fully alive in the 
nineteenth century, but neither was it dead. Needless to say, the figure of Persephone, newly risen 
from the dead as a consequence of the lamenting rage of her mother, Demeter, presides over the 
nineteenth century, looking out towards the future with her “imperial, disimpassion’d eyes” 
(“Demeter and Persephone,” 1889), offering us the haunting of disasters to come in the twentieth 
century.  

Required texts:   

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Selected Poems (Broadview Press) 9781551114828   
Robert Browning, Selected Poems (Penguin Classics) 978-0140437263  
Alfred Tennyson, Selected Poems (Penguin Classics) 978-014042443  
William Wordsworth, The Major Works (Oxford World Classics) 978-0199536863  
Virginia Blain, ed. Victorian Women Poets (Routledge) 978-1408204986 

ENGL 765/865 Topics in Literature as a Genre: Global Fairy Tale Films 
Dr. Tomas Slater 
Mon. 6-8:30pm 

We’ll use the anthology Fairy-Tale Films Beyond Disney: International Perspectives from Routledge, co-
edited by Jack Zipes to explore this genre.  Topics will include the history, functions, and surge of 
popularity in the genre. Films will include Guillermo del Toro’s Pan’s Labyrinth (Spain, 2006) and Jan 
Svankmajer’s Down to the Cellar (Czechoslovakia, 1982).  The films will cover all eras and regions.  
One or two short essays and a small-group presentation will probably be required along with the 
research paper 

ENGL 872/772 Topics in Women's Literature: “Comparative Postcolonial & American 
Multiethnic Women’s Literatures and Feminisms” 
Dr. Lingyan Yang 
Tues./Thurs. 3:30-4:45 pm 

This “Comparative Postcolonial & American Multiethnic Women’s Literatures and Feminisms” 
graduate class introduces the diverse, dynamic and empowering literary traditions of the 20th & 21st 
century Anglophone Postcolonial and American Multiethnic (African American, Asian American, 
Arab American, Latina American, and American Indian) women’s literatures and feminisms.  
Interpreting selected novel, poetry, and short stories in these 6 literary traditions by women writers 
and artists, we will pay most critical attention to women's writings, feminist aesthetics, women’s 
cultures, women’s body and female sexuality, women's spiritual legacies, and feminist and queer 
insurgent politics.  Our literary analysis will be informed by a rich range of powerful and clear 
theoretical articles on postcolonial Third World Feminism and American multiethnic feminist 
cultural criticisms. Mediating between language, gender, genre, culture and power, we will analyze 
the various narrative styles, poetics, textual, sexual and cultural politics in their more diverse 
historical, social, cultural, intellectual, and sexual contexts.  Our interpretations of these artists and 
texts will be enriched and complicated by the critical categories of language, decolonization, history, 
gender, class, sexuality, ethnicity, race, and geography.  Requirements include active participation in 
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class discussions, one individual oral presentation, a few informal responses, and one 15-20 page 
final research paper.  If you have questions, please email lingyan@iup.edu.  All are very welcome (! 

Tentative Reading List: 

Postcolonial women’s lit: Nadine Gordimer, Burger’s Daughter (1979) 
Tsitsi Dangarembga, Nervous Conditions (1988) 
African American women’s lit: Toni Morrison, A Mercy (2008) 
Asian American women’s lit: Amy Tan, The Joy Luck Club (1989) 
Jessica Hagedorn, Dogeaters (1990) 
Arab American women’s lit: Diana Abu-Jaber, Arabian Jazz (1993) 
Latina American women’s lit: Christina Garcia, Dreaming in Cuban (1992) 
American Indian women’s lit: Leslie Marmon Silko, Ceremony (1977) 
Louis Erdrich, Love Medicine (1984) 

I will also prepare a course pack, available in Copies Plus, on selected theoretical articles on 
postcolonial Third World feminism and American multiethnic feminisms, on selected poetry and 
short stories.  Enjoy. 

ENGL 956: Literary Theory for the Teacher and Scholarly Writer 
Dr. Kenneth Sherwood 
Tues. 6-8:30pm 

As teachers, we are involved almost every day in reading, writing, interpretation, and commentary.  
In that they constitute a routine, such practices may come to seem so natural that they become 
invisible to us.  This course presumes one virtue of literary theory to be its capacity to invite a 
process of defamiliarization in readers (rendering the familiar strange and thus visible again), leading 
to renewed self-consciousness and new practices. Through close reading of critical texts associated 
with some of the main schools of critical theory (structuralism, marxism, psychoanalysis, 
deconstruction, gender, ethnicity, and digital humanities), students gain familiarity with the 
fundamental practices of particular schools and, at the same time, seek to establish connections 
through the lenses of such recurring concepts as the unconscious, structure, culture, ideology, and 
identity. Through a necessarily selective survey, students may expect to develop a facility at "trying 
on" and practicing within a handful of paradigms, rather than acquiring mastery of a single 
"method" or achieving an encyclopedic coverage. This will be valuable preparation for future 
research and aid in the development of a theorized pedagogy. 
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ENGL 983: Seminar in American Literature: “Activism in America, 1848 – 2018” 
Dr. Tanya Heflin  
Tues. 6-8:30pm 

 

Activist Ruby Dee addressing the 1963 March on Washington (Washington Post/Getty Images) 

“Activism is the rent I pay for living on this planet.” ~Alice Walker 

“One child, one teacher, one book, and one pen can change the world.” ~Malala Yousafzai 

This course will focus on the impact of activism on American literature and culture from 1848 to the 
present day. Using a New Historicist approach that draws heavily from Feminist and Critical Race 
theories, we will explore the ways in which public activism has influenced, shaped, and defined U.S. 
and North American culture over the last 170 years of literary, social, and political life. The year 
1848 marks a watershed year for cultural change—from the Seneca Falls Convention in the East, to 
the Gold Rush and annexation of Alta California in the West, to the ongoing mission of the 
Underground Railroad in the South and North, to the publication of The Communist Manifesto across 
the pond. In this course, we will ground our exploration of the activist impulse by closely reading 
the individual and collective writers, speakers, and thinkers who toiled to change their worlds in 
both loud and quiet ways. Genres will center largely on fiction and life-writing, but will also include 
film, poetry, performance art, theater, and social media. Because the history of activism is too 
immense to cover comprehensively in a single semester, our strategy will be to target key moments 
in activist history in our effort to better understand 1) the underlying principles that drive activism, 
2) the role that narrative—both fictional and autobiographical—plays in the work of social activism, 
3) intersectionality and issues of representation and competition within activist movements, and 4) 
the interrelationship of theory and praxis in making change manifest in the material world.  

Course components: Active weekly discussion, weekly written responses to readings, syllabus 
construction, a “scholar-in-society” project, presentations, and a seminar-long research project 
demonstrating significant original research.  

Specific primary texts will be announced in January, and a preliminary list of key writers is as 
follows: Edward Abbey, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Dorothy Allison, Gloria Anzaldúa, Alison 
Bechdel, Ta-Nehesi Coates, Frederick Douglass, Allen Ginsberg, Harriet Jacobs, Miné Okubo, 
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Marge Piercy, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Gloria Steinem, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Alice Walker, Walt 
Whitman, Malala Yousafzai, Zitkala-Sa. 

“Create something that will make the world awesome.” ~Kid President 

ENGL 985 Seminar Postcolonial Ecologies: Literature, Culture, and Environmental Justice 
Dr. Susan Comfort         
Wed. 6-8:30 

In this course, we will explore selected twentieth century and contemporary global literature in 
English and in translation, with a focus on issues and themes related to postcolonial ecologies of 
Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, and the Caribbean. As we do so, we will strive to situate the 
literature in interrelated histories and ecologies impacted by colonialism. We will consider, for 
example, the changes to forest, farming and fishing communities wrought by industrial agriculture, 
oil production and militarization as well as, more generally, the changing relationships to place and 
non-human nature under colonialism. Some questions we may address include: In what ways do 
colonial projects of capitalism alter conceptions of self, community, time and place? How are social 
relations of gender, race and class interrelated with colonial projects of environmental conquest? To 
what degree do newer, contemporary forms of colonization replicate, or accelerate, global uneven 
development and environmental injustice? We will especially be concerned with the ways writers 
craft their work to expose, protest, and re-imagine the often dire conditions of “colonial 
ecologies”—which may be defined, after Pablo Mukherjee, as “a web, field, and/or system of 
human-non-human relationships,” which are negatively and unsustainably altered by colonial 
relations of exploitation and extraction. How are cultural and literary forms crafted by writers in 
order to bring attention to these colonial relations?  How do they create openings and possibilities 
for imagining new forms of sustainable community--for, in other words, postcolonial ecologies?  
From the study of their work, it is my hope that this course will offer the opportunity to think 
through and debate paradigms of sustainable development, just transition, post-humanism, feminist 
and queer ecologies, and global environmental justice in a postcolonial world. 

Course Requirements: Short Weekly Response Papers (1-2 pages); Criticism Paper (6-8 pages) & 
Corresponding Short Presentation (10-15 minutes); Seminar Paper (12-15 pages) & Corresponding 
Presentation (20-25 minutes); Class Participation 

Course Readings:  

Literature: 

Kamila Shamsie, Burnt Shadows (Pakistan, 2009) 
J.M. Coetzee, The Lives of Animals (South Africa, 2001) 
Mahasweta Devi, Imaginary Maps (India, 1994) 
Barbara Gowdy, White Bone (Canada, 1998)  
Jamaica Kincaid, A Small Place (Antigua, 1988)  
Shani Mootoo, Cereus Blooms at Night (Trinidad, 1996)  
Wangari Maathai, Unbowed (Kenya, 2006)  
Indra Sinha, Animal’s People (India, 2007)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-gQLqv9f4o
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Helon Habila, Oil on Water (Nigeria, 2011) 
Nawal El-Saadawi, Love in the Kingdom of Oil (Egypt, 2001) 

Films: 

Life & Debt (Dir. Stephanie Black, 2001) 
The Dammed (PBS Wide Angle, 2003) 
Whale Rider (Dir. Niko Caro, 2002) 

History/Theory Readings: 

Ramachandra Guha, Environmentalism: A Global History (1999) 
Rob Nixon, Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor (2010) 
Helen Tiffin and Graham Huggan, Postcolonial Ecocriticism, 2nd edition (2015) 
Robert J.C. Young, Postcolonialism: A Very Short Introduction (2003) 

Since we will be consulting criticism and theory as we read the literature, I will make 
available an archive of criticism and recommended theory readings on the course D2L 
website, including selections from Julian Agyeman, Just Sustainabilities, Mike Davis, Victorian 
Holocausts, Arundhati Roy, The End of Imagination, Catriona Mortimer-Sandilands, Queer Ecologies and 
more.   

ENGL 797/897: Independent Seminar: 

Dr. Susan Comfort; Dr. Ken Sherwood; Dr. Michael T. Williamson 

 


